
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of program engineering. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for program engineering

Works with the NPI Manager to develop short and long term plans for current
and new programs
In conjunction with NPI Manager, responsible for the successful movement of
current/new MRO and Manufactured parts in and out of Hytek’s facility
Develop complete and well thought out execution plans that incorporate
sound contingency planning and risk assessments
Program Manage the development of complex system solutions involving
cross functional teams such as Hardware, Software, Test, Mechanical/Thermal,
Compliance, Manufacturing Track multiple project tasks to proactively
anticipate problems, while always maintaining a solution orientation and a
well-balanced perspective around risks and escalations
Work with management to develop complex plans with considerable
interdependencies, including contingency plans for dealing with potential or
anticipated obstacles and changes
Keep goals and schedules highly visible in the organization to ensure that
individuals and teams are driven to high levels of productivity
Utilize effective project management techniques to independently execute on
project deliverables
Responsible for Reviewing BOMs in Agile PLM, and reviewing / routing all
change orders
Manage overall data integrity within Agile PLM, and ensure secure /
confidential access both internally and externally
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Qualifications for program engineering

Green Belt or higher preferred
Modification or design team leader experience at OPG nuclear an asset
Darlington NGS experience at asset
Lead overall end-to-end technical vendor management to deliver large scale
projects
Lead technical program reviews and drive schedule acceleration, cost savings
Lead a project team including 1 or 2 Technical Vendor Managers


